I. **ROLL CALL**  
Absent: Steven Harris, Ashley Self, Alyssa Heilman, Steven Samotis, Chloe Gardner

II. **RESEARCH REPORT: ATTITUDES, PERCEPTIONS AND PRACTICES OF HONOR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA**

III. **OFFICER REPORTS**
   A. Martese Johnson—Vice Chair for Community Relations, CLAS  
      Honor is Everyone campaign is laid out will begin February 1st  
      Charlottesville Day School is working on a Honor Code for their school going Wed at 2:30pm  
      CRDAC will be Feb 4th
   B. Joseph Martin—Vice Chair for Education, COMM  
      a. Sustained Dialogue training us about good facilitation tactics next Sunday at 2pm
   C. Henley Hopkinson—Vice Chair for Investigations, CLAS  
      a. 18 active investigations
   D. Nicholas Lee—Vice Chair for Trials, CLAS  
      a. 2 trials upcoming
   E. Nicholas Hine—Chair, CLAS

IV. **OLD BUSINESS**
   A. Policies and Procedures Update—Tyler Pitt, ARCH  
      a. First meeting of the semester continuing work on IR
   B. Mid-Term Retreat Review  
      a. CMD Bylaws review  
      b. Making honor trial process less legalistic
   C. HB 1321, 1322, 1323  
      a. Going to the subcommittee on Tuesday

V. **NEW BUSINESS**
   A. Honor Committee Elections  
      a. Interested in running the last UBE meeting was today but you can still take the quiz

VI. **COMMUNITY CONCERNS**
   Mary Minor Henderson from Families For Honor  
   A. Commends the Committee for reviewing and revising the Plagiarism Supplement  
   B. Asks that the Committee thoughtfully consider and continue to discuss the interaction between sexual misconduct and the Community of Trust.

VII. **CLOSED SESSION**